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Homogeneous vesicles deform their shapes so as to minimize the elastic energy under the total area 
and total volume conservation constraints. The most important parameters to determine the shape of 
the vesicle are excess area defined by the total area to total volume ratio， and the area difference 
between the upper and lower leaflets of the. bilayer. If we add salts outside of the vesicle， the excess 
area increases with elapse of time due to the osmotic pressure difference and the vesicles show a 
parade of deformation with repeating bifurcations as shown in Fig.l. On the other hand， the ternary 
vesicles composed of saturated phospholipid， unsaturated phospholipid and cholesterol show a phase 
separation and form domain structures in the vesicle. The heterogeneity coupled with the membrane 
elasticity brings a shape deformation， i.e. the budding. In this time， we discuss the shape deformation 
of the ternary vesicle generated by the competition between the phase separation and the osmotic 
pressure difference. When the temperature is dropped below the immiscible transition temperature， 
numerous small domains appear on the vesicle and grow in a diffusion-and-coalescence manner. 
During the domain growth process， the vesicle deforms its shape to minimize the total free energy 
consisting of the elastic energy and boundary energy. The deformation pathways depend on the 
excess area. When the excess area is small， the vesicle keeps a spherical shape due to the geometrical 
constraints， whereas if the vesicle has a polygon shape (oblate， prolate， starfish) with large excess area， 
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